FUND MANAGER FOCUS
Mark Hindle discusses the benefits of starting up an investment fund, the impact of the financial
downturn on the market, and the dream of working on a boat - even if he doesn't get paid
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How long have you been
manager of the fund, and
what were you doing before?
I was one of the founder memF*% bers of the company and one of Manager
the shareholders, so I've been fund Assured Fund
manager since inception. We created Policy
the company in October 2003, but Selection
didn't launch the pricing until February 2004. Before that I was involved
in the traded endowment industry
in the UK.
would you describe the
%r fund and your investment style?
j^ We invest in traditional life set^% tlements on a buy-to-hold investment strategy, so it's boring but effective. We show complete transparency, in that we are able to disclose
how much is made at each stage of
the acquisition cycle. The market has
not always been transparent where
fees are concerned, but there are a
number of good funds out there
now.
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What are the recent movements in the fund and in
the sector?
$>$ The market has shown that it is
^%not immune from the global
credit crisis. Traded life policies have
been promoted as a non-correlated
asset in the past, which is true because traditional market movements
have no impact on longevity, but
when there's no money going around
then there's no money in any sector.
The fund recently acquired 'distributor' status, which allows gains to be
taxed as capital gains rather than income for UK investors. The asset class
also has the tax rulings issued by the
IRS in May 2009 to contend with.
^|What is your outlook for the
^^ sector?
jjl^ The credit crisis has slowed the
^% sector down as a number of
hedge funds that were once active
buyers of life settlement products
have collapsed. We have experienced
some investor caution, particularly
among pension trustees. Now, with
sufficient track record, some of these
pension funds can use this to offset

What do you enjoy most
about your job?
The continuing learning is one
of the best things about this sector. The market is changing and
growing so much and there's always
something new to learn. I'm always
amazed to learn how some people
are using this asset class for something totally unrelated. At the moment we're dealing with somebody
in construction that uses a portfolio
of life settlements to back property
loans, and there is another who uses
it against borrowing money for trading and securities.

What would you be doing if
you weren't a fund manager?
At heart I'm still a beach bum so
I would love to work on a dive
their annuity outflows. Many institu- boat somewhere - the problem is it
tional investors are going through doesn't pay. I'd even just work on the
due diligence at this stage - you need boat, not even do the diving instructo understand all the processes and tion; that would be a great job and
counterparties, and ensure that you they always look like they're having
understand the risks and that you fun.
are dealing with reputable people.
jj*\ What do you see affecting inWhat is the best investment %gj vestors over the coming year?
jj^ Regulation worldwide is changdecision you've made?
It would probably be setting up ^%. ing, which is great news for inPolicy Selection and the vestors, but the main topic is US
Assured Fund with my partners. withholding tax. A lot of people are
While working for others is essential coming up with solutions that we've
for experience, you are often restrict- read about but that we still don't feel
ed hi what you can do, or how you are right and are not going to work
can develop the business sector that from a US point of view. It is essential
you are in. It's great that I can proc- for funds to get their withholding
ess my own ideas now and most of tax structure correct, and they really
them seem to be working, which is need to focus on mitigating the tax
at fund and not investor level.
good - we all make mistakes.
Hindle: rates alternative assets
as a short-term investment
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And the worst decision?
we set up the Assured
Fund, a partner and I were offered a house in Dubai, and we
planned to buy it for rental purposes.
What with setting up the fund we
didn't have the money to do both,
and we said no. I think the properties
went up from about £250,000 to
£2.5m. They've fallen back again
now, but if we'd got that right we
would have made an absolute fortune.

J^What is your current top in%^ vestment tip?
m. Short term, the alternative asset
i^- sector will do well. Some investors are still wary of traditional asset
classes, and so are looking at alternatives. I think we will see more alternatives in a normal portfolio, whereas before it might have been the
more high net worth individuals
that would go for this sector. It will
still only be a small portion of a portfolio, but I think the alternative asset
classes will do well.

